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THE RCA 6949 AS A SELF-EXCITED CYCLOTRON OSCILLATOR 

Bob H. Smith 
• • Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
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,. 

October 25,1960 

ABSTRACT 

The oscillator of the 88-in. cyclotron which is being built in Berkeley is tun.able from 
5.3 to 16.5 Me. lt delivers a maxim\lm c-w power of 300 kw. At the rated dee voltage of 
75 kv the resonator stores 4.5 joules of electrical energy. The transients produced by 
this amount of energy, during sparking, place unusual requirements upon the design of 
the oscillator tube. The features of the RCA 6949 which make it particularly well-suited 
to•Uda ·type of application are discustfad in this paper. Other topics covered are the os
cillator anode power supply, the hard-tube modulator, protective equipment, and oscil
lator instrumentation • 
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THE RCA 6949 AS A SELF -EXCITED CYCl.OTRON OSCILLATOR • 

Bob H. Smith 

INTRODUCTION 

At present there are five spiral-ridge cyclotrons under construction in the United 
States. Ahother haU dozen or more have been proposed and will be built if funds are 
(&vaHable. These machines represent the second generation of accelerators. The first 
generation were machines of fixed energy, each being built at successively higher energy 
in order to explore the properties of nuclear structure. 

The first beams of charged particles came from natural radioactive source&-. but as 
,.cc.~lerators were developed their beams proved to be more convenient to use. About 
1930, through work with energies o! less than

1
1 Mev, it was found that nuclei of atoms 

could be split by artificially produced beame. • 2. By 1939, ac:ce lerators had achieved 
beam energies of ZO Mev. 

The experiments that were performed then had to do with the splitting of the nuclei of 
various atoms. Among the more interesting things found were the existence of neutrons 
within the nucleus, and in 1939, the fission of the uranium atom. 

At the end o£ this period, the energy available from cyclotrons wae limited by the rel
ativistic mass increase ol the accelerated particlea. At large orbit radii, a lower rf 
frequency waa required to maintain cyclotron resobance. Thus, the particle would be 
accelerated up to energies where it !ell out of step with the r£, acceleration would cease, 
and deacceleration would occur. This problem was solved after World War II by fre·· 
quency-modulating the dee voltage, thus giving birth to the eynchrocyclotron. 3, 4 This 
machine allowed the energy to be increased over an order of magnitude. 1lt these energies, 
physicists found that the individual particles which made up the nucleus could be split, 
and·that they broke down into a variety of particles including mesons • 

.Following the eynchrocyclotron was the development of the synchrotron. This machine 
permitted extending the energy into the billions of electron volts. (Bev) 

In 1955, at energies in excess of 5 Bev, anti-protons were literally created from 
energy. 5 This is another example of the birth of matter. 

Recently two synchrotrons, one at Brookhaven and the other at Geneva, Switzerland, 
have been put in operation at an energy of 30 Bev. And in the Soviet Union a synchrotron 
of 70 Bev is under construction. What new secrets these machines will uncover awaits 
the immediate future. 

In 1954, a second generation of cyclotrons started. At Livermore, Rochester, and 
Loe Alamos, variable energy cyclotrons were built, eo that physicists and chemists 
could atudy nuclear reactions in much more detail. These first machines covered the 
r·ange !rom 1 to 15 Mev. The cyclotrons that are under construction at present are vari
able-energy machines for the range between 15 and 75 Mev. This is the range of energies 
where the relativistic increase in maae of protons is significant. 

In 1938, L. H. Thomas proposed that the problems aaaociated with the change in mass 
of proton• could be solved by varying the magnetic field azimuthally in such a way that 

• • 

This work waa done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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the cyclotron frequency would remain constant for all particle orbits. 6 At the same 
time. centering and focusing of the beam could be achieved. The Thomas theory was 
verified experimentally in 19Sl. 7 In these machinea, the magnQt poles contain wedge
shaped metal slabs which are called hills and valleye. Kerst?*oowed that focusing could 
be improved and the iio~ and copper of the magnet used more efficiently if the hills were 
spiraled out radially. • Theee machines are called spiral .. ridge eye lotrons. 

In generating :d power for cyclotrons, there are two problems that do not exist in 
the commWlicationa industry or in other industrial uses of large amounta of rf power. 
The first is the problem of electron multipa.ctoring between tt1e high-voltage surfaces 
within the cyclotron; and the second and more serious problem concerns the transients 
produced by dee sparking. 

Multipacto:dng is a :resonant discharge that occurs when the :rf voltage builds up to 
the value for which the transit time of an electron across a gap is half an rf period. 
The energy picked up by the electron must be sufficient to make the secondary-emission 
ratio exceed unity- .. about 150 electron volts. With each rf cycle there is an increase 
in the number of electrons traversing the gap. until the electron loading exceeds the 
power available from the oscillator. One method of avoiding thi• condition consists of 
providing a de electric field to sweep the region free of electrons. This is the method 
being used in the Berkeley 88-in. cyclotron, of which a model is shown in Fig. 1. 

The problem of dee sparking occurs because the space determining the electric gradi
ent between dee and liner is also between the magnet poles. This h very e¥pensive space 
indeed: When a cyclotron is first put into operation, the dee is permitted to spark hun
dreds ()f thousands of times, and the energy from the sparks vaporizes the spark-ini
tiating foreign material from the high-voltage surfaces. After sufficient bake-in time 
the dee holds many times ae much voltage without sparking as it did before the process 
started. · · 

The resonatbr of the 88-in. cyclotron stores about 4.S joules of electric energy. When 
a spark occurs, the dee voltage drops to alm~•t zero. Part of the energy is dissipated 
in the spark, and part of it propagates throughout the rl system as a transient, causing 
sparks at many ather points throughout the system. Occasionally the transient induces 
a spark within the oscillator tube, and once initiated, the anode power supply builds the 
discharge up into a pwer arc. U allowed to persist, thie arc will destroy the oscillator 
tube. High-speed circuits must be used to remove the anode voltage quickly be!ore seri· 
oua damage occurs. This can be done with an ignitron crow bar, which short-circuits 
the anode supply, or by opening the circuit of the anode supp_ly with a hard-tube modulator. 
The latter ie the method being used in the 88-in. cyclotron. 

The operating frequency range of the cyclotron oecillator is determined by the mass
to-charge ratio of the accelerated particles and the range of magnetic field that can be 
achieved, to meet the requirements of the orbit dynamtcs of the particle. The latter ia 
determined by the properties of the steel in the magnet pole tip. 

The 88-in. cyclotron operates within the frequency range from 5.3 to 16.5 Me and 
requires 300 kw of oscillator power. One can appreciate the problem ol rf shielding 
and the dangers of interference with essential communications facilities. With previous 

- machines we have been able to reduce the stray radiation to less than 10 FJ.V per meter at 
a distance of 1 mile. 

In a self-excited cyclotron oscillator, .the resonator is the frequency-determining 
element. An oscillator consists of the de components necessary to make the vacuum 
tube operate efficiently: the coupling system- -to couple the vacuum tube to the resonator
and the resonator itself. 
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THE RESONATOR OF THE 88-IN. CYCLOTRON 

A quarter -wave resonator o_?erating in the T. E. M. mode was selected for the 88-in. 
cyclotron. Tuning is accomplished by varying the characteristic impedance of the in
ductive portion o£ the reaonatt>r--that is, the region surrounding the dee stem. The 
resonator is shown in Fig. 2.. The movable panels provide a change in volume of about 
80 to 1. The dee stem ~s a series of longitudinal corrugations which increases the 
perimeter and reduces the rf current density. This aaves about 70 kw of rf power. 

The voltaae and current dhtribution of the resonator are shown in Fig. 3. From the 
rf current diatribution and the geometry of the resonator, the rf akin lofuea were com
puted to be Ill kw for a dee voltage of 70 kv. 

In addition to the skin losses, rf power is consumed in a number of ways. The stray
:lcn:r·toss in the center o! the machine ia about 30 kw. At the maximum particle energy, 
60 Mev, a 1-ma beam will produce 60 kw of beam power. The miscellaneous losses such 
as those associated with the transmission line and the c:omponente in the oscillator anode 
circuit are about 10 kw. The total of all these losses ia 2ll kw. Experience with cy
clotrons indicates that one needs to provide an operating margin, so 300 kw of rf power 
ia being provided. 

' · Figure 4 shows the equivalent circuit, ao far as rf is concerned, of the 6949, the .t~ .· ;_,1 · .. · 
anode-coupling system, the resonator, and the grid-coupling system. The ri circuit 
is complex, involving many poles and zeros. These are called higher modes in the 
accelerator art and have to be studied very carefully. There are two main problems. 
The fi.rst is parasitic oscillation, which may occur if a higher mode in the anode circuit 
ia sufficiently close in the frequency domain to one in the grid circuit. Although the 
large physical size and wide tuning range of cyclotron resonators intensify this problem, 
it ia not basically different from paraaitiea in other industrial rl applications. 

'l"he second problem concerns the exc_itation of higher modes by harmonics. Since the 
o:at:Hlator tube operate• in cla&a C, the plate current contains essentially all harmonics. 
So long aa the impedance in the anode circuit is negligible at the frequency of a harmonic, 
the harmonic voltage, and therefore the harmonic power, developed is negligible. The 
difficulty is that the frequencies of the higher modes vary as the cyclotron is tuned. The 
way these frequencies vary must be studied carefully and the critical components suit-
ablf' adjusted so that there it no place within the operating-frequency range of the cyclo
tron that a mode lines up with a harmonic (Fig. 5). This condition camot be achieved for 
if1''1:nfinite number of modes and an infinite number of harmonics. Fortunately, the mag
nitude of the harmonic current decrea•es roughly aa 1/n • where n is the order of the 
harmonic, so that only the lower-ordered harmonics involve enough power to cause dam
age. 

The modes were studiea on a quarter-scale rf model of the 88-in ... cyclotron res
onator (Figs. 6 and 7). The way in which the value of each of the components shown in 
Fig. 3 varies in frequency wa:s measured; the frequencies of the modes were computed 
and compared with those observed in the model. It was possible to avoid m?de excitation 
by :the 11econd and third harmonics within the operating range of the machine. 

~ There are two reasons why excitations o£ higher modes by harmonica have ._to be a
.voided. First, standing-wave patterns associated with the harmonic may provide de· 
structively high voltages at delicate components such as the vacuum insulator. , Seor,.nd, 
high harmonic v-Ottage rna y occur at the anode of the o•cillator tube and make tl'ie os
:cillator inefficient9:·thus· reduci:rtr:rthe 'power av:aitable to .:ex'Cit_e ttbe :re.sonato.z:.M·.~t:: 
iundJ!;mentabf.roquencyo ·~ :. - "·' · · · · · ' · 
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Visua.lized as transmission lines. the anode and grid circuits are designed to operate 

with very high standing-wave ratios. Su.cll linea have the property that the phase of the 
"voltage between the input- and any other point on tbe line is either zero or pi. By using 
this proper-ty. the rf ayatem was designed to provide a grid voltage 180 deg out of phase 
with the anode voltage throughout the operating range. The pri.ce one pays for this prop
erty of transmission lines is a negligible reduction in efficiency. The short length of the 

·lines and the low current densities makes the losses lese than 1% of the transmitted 
power. 

The grid transmission line operates in a foreshortened half-wave mode to provide the 
phase reversal necessary for oscillation. Fringing panels attached to the main tuning 
panels of the resonator vary the coupling of the resonator to the grid line in such a way 
that the grid voltage remains essentially constant through the operating range of frequen
cies. This was worked out elCperimentally on the 1/4-acale rf model. The voltage and 
current distribution of the grid line ia shown in .Fig. 8 

THE OSCILLATOR ELECTRONICS OF THE 88-IN. CYCl.OTRON 

The oscillator circuit is shown in i"ig. 9. The operating characteristics of the 694C) 
as determined from the constant current characteristics are shown in Table I. 

One of the problems with oscillator tubes results from the high amount of energy 
available £rom the resonator during sparking. With conventional tubes having squirrel
cage grids of ver-y light wire, the spark will often blast through the grid structure. The 
mechanical damage often causes a grid-to-cathode short. 

For accelerator applications, a tube should have a sufficiently heavy grid to absorb 
.several joules of energy in an area determined by the cross section of the spark. The 
6949 as shown in the cross-sectional drawing of Fig. lO,has such a grid. Also, the grid 
is shielded from anode sparks by the shield tees, which are massive copper structures 
almost immune to spark damage. 

Another feature that is desirable in an oscillator tube is high power sensitivity. This 
z:educ:es the size of the grid line and simplifies the problem of coupling the grid to the 
resonator. Also it makes it !easible to use a large safety factor in the design of the grid 
vacuum insulator. 

THE OSCILLATOR POWER SUPPLY 

The oscillator requires an anode supply voltage adjustable from 0 to 20 kv at currents 
~P to .as amp. Voltage control is achieved by a tap-changing transformer in the three
phase ac lines ahead of the rectifier transformer. The rectifier ie a three-pha1e, full
wave, eilicon·diode stack. Vacuum switches connected in the three-phase, 16.6 kv ac ' 

,lin.,s feeding the rectifier are used as a relatively high-speed disconnect for overcurrent 
protection. In the event of a fault. they open within 10 msec plus the time to the first 
current zero. The vacuum switches were included so that an. ignitron crowbar could be 
employed if necessary'":. 

Following the rectifier is a Federal type D-50 triode operating as a hard-tube modulator. 
It has two functions. First, it is a device used to regulate the rf dee vottage, removing 

• such perturbations as rectifier ripple, noise from the ion source, and changes in beam 
loading. Its second function is as a high-speed disconnect to protect the 6949 from 
power arcs. In this service it will open the anode circuit within 10 !J.Sec of a fault. 



" The do &lode-supply cable is terminated in its characteristic impedance at the power 
supply so that resonance& will not occur and produce high rf voltages or currents with
in the components of the power supply. 

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

The fault detector contains a number of inputs. each sensing a particular type of 
fault. First there ie the rf-dc interlock. Periodically, in normal operation, the dee 
will spark. When this occurs the rf maintains an arc which reduces the dee voltage to 
about zero. The oscillator must be turned off until the vacuum system has had time to 
remove the products of the discharge. Then the rf can be turned on again. The re
quired off·time is only a~out 1 sec. The rf·dc interlock compares the dee voltage with 
the amount of oacillator anode de. I! the ratio is too low, indicating the presence of an 
arc, the fault detector opens the anode circuit and recycles, approximately 1 aec later, 
bringing the machine back into operation. 

The signal from the rf-dc interlock is slowed down by an RC circuit. so that the dis
charge will persist for about a. millisecond. This ia long enough to vaporize the foreign 
material which initiated the spark. lf the circuit is made too fast. it takes too long to 
bake the resonator& in. If it is made too slow. the spark damage to the dee and linear 
surfaces will be excessive. Experience indicate& that 1 msec is about the right delay. 
High-speed circuits sense overcurrent& in either the anode or grid circuits of the os
cillator tube and send their signals to the fault detector which opens the hard-tube mod
ulator with the minimum possible delay. The circuit operates within about 10 f.L.)sec. 

The high-speed circuitry introduces transients into the power supply. Resistance
capacitance surge network• are used to suppress these transients. A wye-connected 
network connected across the rectifier transformer is mounted in the rectifier tank. A 
second RC network, also located in the rectifier tank, is connected acroas the de-output 
terminals of the rectifier. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The movable resonator panels are used as the coarse frequency adjustment. A servo
operated trimming capacitor provides fine adjustment. The tripimer is part of an auto
matic-frequency-control system designed to regulated the frequ$ncy t.o an accuracy of 10 
parte per million. 

Provision ia being made ~th the hard-tube modulator to regulate the rf dee voltage 
to 0.1 o/e. Dee voltage is measured by means of a pick-up loop located in the resonator. 

CONCLUSION ! 

/The three most important differences between cyclotr~n rf problema and industrial 
ri/ problems are (a) the fact that a cyclotron resonator ie a sparking load capable of 
delivering relatively large amounts of energy within each spark to the various electronic. 

• c'omponents; (b) the multipactoring problem, common in the field of particle accelerators, 
.~arely occurs in other industrial applications; (c) rar,aly in industrial applications is it 

'required to tune so much r£ power continuously over such a wide band of frequencies. 
:-'. 

' The first difference above complicates the design ·of the oacillator and power supplies 
an~ leads to elaborate and expensive high-speed pr~tective circuitry. It calls for an os
cillator tube of unusually rugged internal construc~ion. The massive grid bars hidden 
from the anode by even more massive shield tees 'makes the 6949 particularly well-suited 

!, ' 
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to this application. The third difference intensifies the parasitic and harmonic problems. 

The problem of stray rf radiation common to all industrial rf applications is auto
matically relieved somewhat by the fact that the resonator has to be vacuum-tight, auto
matically making it rf-tight. While the oscillator tube and other electronic components 
are outside the vacuum system, the r£ currents and voltages here are relatively low com-

. pared with those within the :resonator. 
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Table I. Maximum operating conditions for the RCA 6949 
for the 88-in. cyclotron 

Plate voltage, D.C • 
.Plate current, D. C. 
Gt·id current, D. C. 
Grid bias, D. C. 
Grid bias resistance 
Driving power 
Rf plate voltage 
Rf plate current 
R! grid voltage 
Power output 

lS kv 
25 amps 

1.4 amps 
-700 volts 

500 ohms 
3 kw 

14 kv peak 
130 amps peak 

.2 kv peak 
319 kw 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. l. A twenty-£ourth ecale model of the 88-in. cyclotron. This variable-energy. 
spiral-ridge cyclotron will provide beams of deuterons, protons, alpha particles, 
and numerous heavy ions such as oxygen, carbon nitrogen, and neon. 

Fig. 2. Cross-section,al views of the 88-in. cyclotron. The resonant frequency is ad
justed by varying the characteristic impedance of the dee stem with the movable panels. 
It tunes from S.l to 16 Me. 

Fig. 3. The Voltage and Current Distribution of the Resonator. 

Fig. 4. The equivalent circuit of the rf system. 
,,·,· 

Fig. 5. The higher modes (resonant frequencies) in the anode circuit of the rf system. 
The circuit elements of the r£ system were adjusted so that the first two higher modes 
would not be excited by an oscillator harmonic. 

Fig. 6. The quarter-scale rf model. This model was used to determine the values of 
many of the components of the r! system. 

Fig. 7. The dee and stem of the quarter-scale rf mHet. The corrugated dee stem 
, .. !"educes the current density at high frequencies. The anode drive loop a.nd coupling

adjustment capacitor are shown on the right side of the dee etem. The structure on 
top is the grid transmiss.ion .. line; ... _,:. 

Fig. 8. Voltage and current distribution of the grid transmission-line. 

Fig. 9. The oscillator circuit. 

Fig. 10. Cross-sectional views of the RCA 6949 (courtesy of R. C. A.) (A) Cut-away 
view of the 6949. (B) Simplified cross section. Note the spiral grooves in the anode 
to improve the water cooling. Also, note the massive shield tees which shield the 
grid from ilnode sparks. (C) Cross section o£ one of the 48 triode units. The grid 
and shield tees form an electron optical system that provides very high power gain. 
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